
Ulam Quaterly { Volume 2, Number 4, 1994Implementation of Control PoliciesforARMAX ModelsNelson C. E. TownsendUniversity of KansasDepartment of MathematicsLawrence, KansasAbstractThis paper is a discussion of the characteristics of a computer programdesigned to implement the extended least squares algorithm for ARMAXmodels. The program simulates single input and single output ARMAXsystems with arbitrary dependence on past states, controls, and noise. Thecontrols implemented by the program are constant control, constant feed-back control, white noise, excited control, diminishing excited control, op-timal minimum variance control, and adaptive minimum variance control.The program is shown to be a valuable tool for examining parameter con-vergence, rate of convergence, and characteristics of the model, includingstability and the strictly positive real condition.1 IntroductionIn the theory of parameter estimation, many algorithms have been ad-vanced for the purpose of showing convergence of the estimates of param-eters. Often these algorithms are de�ned in a way that glosses over theactual step by step procedure that the algorithm requires. A set of ap-proximators are de�ned recursively, a trajectory is either given or evolvesas the system advances, and a set of characteristics are de�ned which de-termine convergence and rate of convergence. However, the initial steps ofthe algorithm, involving questions of what to do with the initial values forthe estimators, where to start the procedure , and what initial values thetrajectory should have, are left out. Through the use of simulation, we areable to verify the results of commonly stated theorems which provide suf-�cient conditions for convergence of the extended least squares algorithm,while simultaneously examining the necessity and e�ect of these conditions.57



58 Implementation of Control Policies for ARMAX ModelsA step by step procedure is developed and results of the procedure arediscussed. Also, questions of Strictly Positive Real conditions are investi-gated and discussed. Our primary interest is the implementation of theextended least squares estimator algorithm for the auto-regressive, movingaverage, exogenous control or ARMAX model. Furthermore, we investigatethe convergence and rate of convergence of the estimators of the parame-ters of these systems under various control policies. The control policieswe focus our attention on are constant control, constant feedback control,white noise, excited control, diminishing excited control, optimal minimumvariance control, and adaptive minimum variance control.2 The Computer AlgorithmThe computer program was designed to implement the extended leastsquares algorithm for ARMAX models. The extended least squares algo-rithm, sometimes referred to as the ELS algorithm, is also known as pseu-dolinear regression (PLR) or approximate maximum likelihood (AML). AnARMAX model is a linear relation with dependence on the past noise (wi),states (yi), and controls (ui). Thus, the models we consider are of the form:yn = �A1 � � � � �Apyn�p + � � �+B1un�d + B2un�d�1 + � � �+Bqun�d�q+1 + � � �+C1wn�1 + � � �+ Crwn�r + wn, n � 0; (2.1)yn = wn = 0, n < 0; p � 0, r � 0, d � 0.Here, yi, ui, and wi are k x 1 real-valued vectors; Ai, Bi, and Ci are k xk real-valued matrices; p is the number of past inputs the system dependson; q is the number of past controls; r is the number of past noise inputs;and d is a delay. The particular computer program used to investigate theproperties of the above system is restricted to the case of single input andsingle output. Furthermore, the type of control is restricted to the sevenkinds mentioned previously. The noise inputs used in the simulation arerandomly generated numbers from the normal distribution with mean 0and variance 1.The computer program employs an on-line approach to estimate the pa-rameters. That is, as the trajectory evolves according to the model, theestimates evolve. Also, the estimate at each increment is saved for laterevaluation. This aids greatly in comparing the rates of convergence of dif-ferent control policies.Before going further with the explanation of the computer program, itwill be advantageous to introduce some de�nitions which will clarify thelater discussion. Let



Nelson C. E. Townsend 59� = [�A1 � � � � ApB1 � � �BqC1 � � �Cr]T ;�n = [yn � � �yn+p�1un�d � � �un�q�d+1wn � � �wn�r+1]T ;bwn = yn � �n�n�1, where bw is called an a priori estimate ofnoise, i. e. the algorithm estimates thenoise of the present state using the paststates of the system;b�n = [yn � � �yn+p�1un�d � � �un�q�d+1 bwn � � � bwn�r+1]T ; andb�n+1 = b�n + anPn�n(yTn+1 � �Tn b�n); wherean = (1 + �TnPn�n)�1 andPn+1 = (Pn � anPn�n�TnPn): (2.2)Note that Pn+1 is derived using the Matrix Inversion Lemma. [See: [CG],pg. 90, for the derivation of Pn and an.]Throughout our investigation, we assume that the state of the systemand the controls of the system are observable. However, we assume that allcoe�cients and the noise terms are unobservable. Note that we can rewritethe previous ARMAX model in the linear regression formyn+1 = �T�n +wn+1,and our purpose is to estimate � by b�n.Now, we return to the discussion of the computer algorithm. First, astate is generated. Since we take y0 = 0 and w0 = 0, we havey1 = B1u1 +w1.Future values may involve more terms as the trajectory, controls, and noisetake non-zero values. An a priori estimate of the noise is made. Next, the�rst estimate of the parameters of the system is made. Since b�n is de�nedrecursively, an initial value for b�1 is required. Since no a priori informationabout � is assumed, we arbitrarily chooseb�1 = [0 � � �0].Another parameter that is de�ned recursively is Pn. Note that Pn isde�ned non-recursively by Pn = nXk=1�k�Tk .Unfortunately, since�1 = [y1 0 � � �0u1 0 � � �0w1 0 � � �0]T andP1 = ��1�T1 ��1,



60 Implementation of Control Policies for ARMAX Modelsit is possible that �1�T1 will not be invertible. Then, P1 would not bede�ned. Then, since Pn is de�ned recursively, Pn would not be de�ned. Toavoid this problem, we chooseP0 = �Ip+q+r , where 0 < � < 1=e.Then, P0 is clearly invertible, and the recursive de�nition of Pn is well-de�ned. This modi�cation does not a�ect the asymptotic behavior of thesystem. [See: [CG], pg. 91]After b�1 has been de�ned and P0 has been calculated, the recursion be-comes straightforward. The next state of the system is generated. The noiseis estimated, etc. 3 Output of the ProgramThe program displays the system trajectory, the system's control, theestimates of the parameters (in solid lines), the true parameters (in dottedlines), and the cost function of the path, control, and their total. The costfunction depends on the number of steps taken in the simulation (k) andthe trajectory of the path or control.The cost function employed for the path isCpath = 1k kXi=1y2i .That is, the cost of the path is its average deviation from zero sqared. Thisis the cost that is minimized under the optimal minimum variance controlpolicy. The cost is computed at every stage of the evolving system. Thecost of the control is similar:Ccontrol = 1k kXi=1u2i .The total cost is simply the sum of the costs for the path and control:Ctotal = Cpath + Ccontrol.As was noted earlier, the program maintains cumulatvie information of thecosts, state, and control. 4 Main ResultsThe following discussion is based on the results of numerous simulationsconducted using the previously discussed computer program.



Nelson C. E. Townsend 614.1 Constant ControlConvergence of the parameters is good under the constant control policywhen the system is of the formyn = �A1 � � � � �Apyn�p + � � �+B1un�d�1 + � � �+C1wn�1 + : : :+ Crwn�r +wn; (4.1)i.e., there is only one parameter to estimate for the controls. In the casethat the system depends on more than one past control the algorithm is ableto identify the sum of parameters for past controls. Suppose the system hasthe formyn = �A1 � � � � � Apyn�p + � � �+B1un�d�1 + � � �+ Bqun�d�q + � � �+C1wn�1 + � � �+ Crwn�r +wn; where q > 1: (4.2)Since every control (ui) is identical, the system can be re-written in theform yn = �A1 � � � � � Apyn�p + � � �+un�d�1(B1 + � � �+Bq) + � � �+C1wn�1 + � � �+ Crwn�r +wn; where q > 1: (4.3)Thus, the extended least squares algorithm is able to identify qXi=1Bi, butnot B1, B2, : : : ,Bq individually.4.2 Constant FeedbackA problem in identi�cation similar to (4.1) arises in the constant feedbackpolicy. The control is generated using the most recent state of the system.Thus, we have ui = cyi, for some constant c.Then, a system depending on one past state and one control,yn = A1yn�1 + B1un�1 + wn,can be rewritten as yn = (A1 + B1c)yn�1 +wn.Hence, the algorithm is only able to identify the quantity (A1+B1c). Similarresults occur for models of arbitrary size.



62 Implementation of Control Policies for ARMAX Models4.3 White NoiseIf the control is of this type then the estimates of the parameters convergeif the system is stable. Also, for this control policy, the rate of conver-gence is high. Under this control policy, the question of the necessity ofthe so called Strictly Positive Real condition, or SPR, can be investigated.Many systems were created with the SPR condition \just barely" violated.In these cases, the estimates of the parameters did not converge in under20,000 time steps. Although, this does not settle the question of necessity,the program does allow the user to gain some familiarity with systems inwhich the SPR condition does not hold.4.4 Excited ControlThis control, similar to the white noise control, allows for the parametersto converge when the system is stable. This control is especially useful ifthe control coe�cients are relatively small. In this case, as the estimates forthe control parameters get closer to their \true" values, the values for thecontrol increase. Thus, estimates and rates of convergence for the controlcoe�cients are improved. However, the other parameter estimates convergemore slowly under this policy than the white noise policy, for instance. Also,the cost for controlling the system is quite high when the control coe�cientsare close to zero. 4.5 Diminishing Excited ControlUnder this policy the estimates of the control coe�cients, will begin to con-verge. In some cases, as the control diminishes, the estimates of the controlparameters grow worse and worse and do not converge. However, in manycases, the other estimates of the parameters do converge. As expected, thecost for control is relatively small. However, the total cost may be highbecause the system is not being controlled optimally.4.6 Optimal Minimum VarianceThis control policy exhibits behavior similar to constant feedback control.That is because this control is similar to the constant feedback control pol-icy. We assume that the parameters of the system are known in order tocompute the control. Thus, estimating the parameters with the ELS algo-rithm is of marginal interest. The equation for the control isun = 1B1 " pXi=1(Ai + Ci)yn�i + qXi=2Biun�i#.



Nelson C. E. Townsend 63Not surprisingly, certain functions of the true parameters and their �nalestimates are nearly equal. For instance, in many cases we haveA1+C1B1 � bA1+bC1bB1 .4.7 Adaptive Minimum Variance ControlThis policy is self tuning, but not consistent. However, certain functionsof the true parameters and their estimates converge to similar values. Forinstance, in many models we haveA1+C1B1 � bA1+bC1bB1 .An interpretation of the reason for the estimates to self-tune and not con-verge is that as the estimates converge to the correct values, the values usedfor the control do not control the system optimally. This causes the esti-mates to be incorrect. Thus, the estimates self-tune and do not converge.Under the adaptive minimumvariance control policy, we do not assume thatthe parameters of the system are known. Instead, the estimates of the sys-tem's parameters are used to compute the control. Thus, the equation forthe control is similar to the optimalminimumvariance case and has the formun = 1bB1 " pXi=1( bAi +cCiyn�i + qXi=2cBiun�i#.5 Further InvestigationInvestigating the behavior of the white noise control policy under con-ditions when the SPR condition are nearly violated or just barely violatedis one avenue of further investigation.The self-tuning aspects of the adaptive minimum variance control arevery interesting. A possible avenue of investigation is the distribution of thelimit points of the parameter estimates under this control policy.Further aspects of the excited control are also open to investigation.6 AcknowledgmentsThe author would like to thank Mark Frei for his help in the develop-ment of the computer program and for his suggestions for the simulationspertaining to various problems. His advice during the writing of this paperis also much appreciated.
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